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There are much information such as fault structure,
stratigraphic distribution and filling features, basal
features and igneous rock distribution which are concealed
inside the basins of China and adjacent regions. These
factors would play important roles on the formation and
evolution of the reservoir distribution, coal and other

sedimentary mineral distribution. The author filled the
concealed geological information in the basin on a small
scale geological map by the geological mapping method.
Analasis of regional geological setting of basin and the
contrast between the basin and the mountain were carried
out from a large number of information of surface outcrop
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clues, the various oil and gas basins with complex
geological history in China and its adjacent areaswere
classified, which divided into 13 basin province, showing
the commonness and individuality of each basin. It may
benefit in basin contrast and the strategic selection of oil
and gas resources areas.
Thank for Ting-dong Li, Jia-qi Liu and Xu-chang Xiao,
three outstanding academicians to give the author precious
guidance in aspects such as planning, preparation,
requirements of this map.

and wider geological environment information. From
above, we could speculated the structure and the filling
feature of basin which lacks of research, and the
distribution of energy and mineral resources. The 1:30
00000 petroleum geological map of igneous rocks in the
basins was compiled.
When compared with the traditional geological maps,
this map has the following three aspects of the
characteristics:
(1) When concerned about the mapping method, when
compared with the traditional near-surface geological
survey and satellite remote sensing image interpretation,
the author combined the data of gravity, magnetic,
electric, seismic, logging and drilling to carry out the
geological mapping.
(2) When concerned about the mapping content, fill in
the blank of the concealed igneous rock information
inside the basin in geological map because the traditional
geological map did not consist of these, which enriched
the content of the igneous rock geological map and
showed the east Asia continent igneous rocks distribution
from the space scale when combined with the surface
outcrop igneous rock distribution.
(3) When concerned about the geological
understanding, the author use the magmatic activity as
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